Dorm change proposals bring mixed reactions

By ALICE KIRKMOORE and SUSAN WALDSORF

Staff Writers

A brochure distributed by housing entitled “How Is Your Way?” has brought many mixed reactions from current dorm residents and those interested in returning to the dorm system next year. The changes have been implemented to give the students a choice of living quarters next year rather than the conventional use by floors arrangements common in most dorms on the Eastern campus.

Although the changes brought much opposition when the brochure was first distributed, reactions now have varied. The changes made alternation housing rooms with girls living in three rooms and guys occupying the next three. Vacant floors set up for students involved in intramural sports, different majors, new coed floors in Dressler and Pearce which involve placement of divers in the bathroom areas on different floors, as well as the usual no smoking and no-drinking floors.

Shelley Fray, Head Resident of Dressler, is in the position to hear a number of comments from residents. “I’ve heard a lot of both negative and positive comments. But, of course, the negative speaks louder than the positive. Some people who are positive about the changes, are still reluctant to live on the specialized floors themselves.”
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ROTC cadets play war games

Robert Thompson, ROTC platoon leader, discusses the next tactical move with other platoon leaders.

Eastern's Army ROTC recently conducted its 24-hour spring field training exercise in less the leadership qualities of its cadets in a simulated combat situation.

More than 50 cadets participated, with the senior-year cadets acting as the instructors and evaluators to the cadets who were underclassmen.

During the exercise cadets wore standard army equipment carried M-16 rifles and M-60 machine guns loaded with blank ammunition, and tried to eliminate or defend themselves against elements of the "1st Russian Division," who were actually members of the senior ROTC class and Army Reservists.

According to Capt. Culver E. Stone of Eastern's military science department, the exercise was designed to give cadets "hands on" experience before going to Fort Lewis in the summer for their Advance Camp training, where they will learn more military skills.

And "hands on" experience they got, though it wasn't the kind of experience some had hoped for.

"What's going on?" one cadet was heard to say, to which another replied, "I don't know, nobody's told me."

Crouching, rumbling, and crawling my way through the underbrush as we crack combat counterpart, I was reminded of my only first experience in combat with cracks eight years ago, but even then, as I seem to be confused or frustrating.

After the cadets were "vertical" inserted into the training area from helicopters flown from EWU, they turned into protective circle in the forests of the Seven Mile Ridge. Afterward, cadets were required to be confusion or frustrating.

The agility of the newly-appointed squad leader took command, and we continued on as the point squad to follow the cadets tried to skirt through the forest.

We had progressed no more than 50 yards into the brush when it was announced, in a hushed voice, as not to alert the enemy, that the platoon leader was "killed," and that another squad leader would have to replace him.

Eagerly the newly-appointed squad leader took command, and we continued on as the point squad to follow the cadets tried to skirt through the forest.

"We have a goal-oriented staff to get things done," Cape. Stone explained. "It sounds like business and management of violence."

Carefully stalking our way through brush, over loose rocks and sand, and ever-watchful for the dreaded "organic landmines," cow-poop, we finally made it to the top of the ridge.

Later, after the aggressors and cadets had assembled under the Ponderosa pines to hear the debriefing by Staff. Capt. Charles McPeak to the ROTC department, they were told that their communication at first had been terrible. They were assured, however, that they were "not bad, though, once you get going."

"In a mock threat, McPeak said, "And I'm gonna get me a big stick tonight, and there's no way you can actually win me," to which everyone laughed, including McPeak.

Brad and I climbed into my 1973 black Plymouth Duster to you civilians) and praised back to the rear lines of Cheney, impressed with the professionalism displayed by Eastern's ROTC cadets. It was time to down a couple of beer at the Enlisted Soldier's Club (Showie's) and exchange our camouflage fatigue for the civilian clothes in our closets.

As I tried a jungle boot off my severely pounded foot later on that night, I began to think of what I had missed by not joining the ROTC some years ago in college, I could have had some real fun and learned something, too. Instead, I had opted to enlist in the active military and curse it for four years. "Damn, I'm not fit to myself," I thought, as I tried to digest, "I really missed something."
Gay and lesbian group begins GALA at Eastern

By OPEN Mic
Staff Writer

Eastern has a new student organization—GALA.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance.

The purpose of this organization, according to their constitution and by-laws, is to reflect the interests of the gay and lesbian community and to provide an extensive library dealing exclusively with gay and lesbian themes.

The objectives of GALA are to provide regularly scheduled🌶️ groups for gays, lesbians, bisexuals, and heterosexuals (specifically those in the area minority); to promote community involvement; and to fulfill GALA's intent to expand awareness and understanding of the various aspects of gay/lesbian lifestyles.

The organization will also make available to the faculty and student body a "living informational resource" drawn from the general library, membership, offer social, political, educational, and crisis referrals; and offer an annual scholarship.

According to Scott Beloved, a budget director and Jim (last name withheld by request), co-chairperson, what is most essential is an organization to help those who are just becoming aware of their homosexuality, or have just discovered that a friend is gay/lesbian. Jim stated that just dealing with this new awareness can be a very traumatic experience and what is needed most is someone to talk to who can relate to the problem.

At present, gays and lesbians have been using the Women's Center to meet, use the telephones and make use of the office facilities. However, all of these facilities are also busily used by the Women's Center's other activities and are often unavailable.

Jhueck points out that JFW library has a very limited number of books about homosexuality—most of them printed before 1975. Which makes them good for historical references, but most of the literature found in the campus library today is not acceptable by the gay community.

At present, gays and lesbians have been using the Women's Center to meet, use the telephones and make use of the office facilities. However, all of these facilities are also busily used by the Women's Center's other activities and are often unavailable.

Jhueck hopes with the establishment of GALA, financial assistance will be more available by the AUSEW and space found in the AUSEW can be head-quartered.
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TIMELESS STYLES
Opinion

Room changes necessary now

By ROBERT SILER
Associate Editor

Major changes in the way rooms are allocated in the residence halls have caused concern among dorm students, many of whom feel the changes are either too wide-reaching or should be implemented more slowly.

Their concerns are valid. The changes to be implemented amount to a total restructuring of the residence halls, sure to make some residents feel like they're starting new lives, on their own. The current system restricts the number of single room options, and makes it difficult to find compatible roommates. An 18 year old freshman will likely not share much in common with a 27 year old freshman.

Community—dorms are great places to meet people. But most students are more comfortable living close to people with the same values and career goals, something that is not possible now, considering the wide diversity of Eastern's student population.

The proposed dorm changes offer the promise of solving problems in these areas.

If a changing student population has caused residence hall occupancy to drop, so has increased costs, especially in these areas:

• PUB expansion—the University has been collecting $186 a year for the past two-and-a-half years, but it is projected to cost at least $450,000 as a contingency fund. Because of the needed repairs, dorm rates won't be reduced to reflect the lower PUB expansion contribution.

• Renovations—projects such as fire safety, roof repairs, and insulation have been delayed, which also has caused dorm rates to increase.

• Contingency fund. Because of the needed repairs, dorm rates won't be reduced to reflect the lower PUB expansion contribution.

Leaders, breathing the dreaded words “dorm retention,” into a situation that threatens to send room and board rates soaring into the stratosphere, are more important than the potential horrors of coed housing.

A fruitless and costly attempt to rebid the expansion project to bring it within cost estimates. If dorm rates had been reduced at that time, the residence halls would have more occupants, thus helping keep dorm rates down.

A constant theme heard from administrators across campus is that they realize they are here to serve the students. If they are lying, they are doing a good job of covering their misdeeds.

If any other comments are symbolic of new or undiscovered attitude, then it is time for students to drop a confrontational stance with the administration and work to help move the University toward a productive future. Their strong attacks, directed toward women and gays, were obviously in areas which they possess little knowledge. Hopefully they will learn someday that the gospel is what Holy Hubert focuses on and that if “Holy” Hubert exemplifies the divine finger condemning gays, then there is no longer their responsibility. It’s your choice now.”

Almost every person on this campus knows about Christ coming to earth to die for our sins because He loves us. He also rose from the dead to rise again for our salvation. For those who reject Him and continue in their sin, there is the judgment of eternal fire. This last part of the gospel is what Holy Hubert focused on. Why? Before a person can accept God's gift of salvation from sin, a person must see that he is sinful. The job of those of us who are Christians is to hold out the hope of new life through Christ to all people. Holy Hubert has his ministry and we have ours.

Lynda M. Schmidt

Letters

Hubert yells because he loves us

I was impressed by most of your 4/26 article on Holy Hubert. Apparently, though, you overlooked the reason he is involved in this ministry. He is willing to stand out, proclaim man’s sin, proclaim the gospel of Jesus Christ, be heckled and jeered at (even by Christians)—and even attacked because he LOVES people. Maybe this illustration will help you visualize my point.

Picture someone you dearly love walking towards a fire they are blinded to. When you see the fire you attempt to reason with your loved one—urgently. If they continued on the same path, you would use stronger language as you told them where they were headed. If they persisted, eventually you would begin to yell at them. Even though you might yell, you would know in your heart that it's not because you hated them, but because you loved them. Your goal is to shake them up enough to get them to turn around! Because you care, you don’t say “I love you and have told you where you are going, it’s no longer my responsibility. It’s your choice now.”

Almost every person on this estimated 10 percent of society is composed of gay people, of which most are happy, well-adjusted, productive people. Can that be said for “Holy” Hubert?

In closing, I would like to say that if “Holy” Hubert exemplifies a “real man,” I say, “NO THANKS!” I’d rather be an artificial one (please, pass the quiche).

Scott Beloved

Hubert knows little of gays

I have always appreciated our society’s right to free speech—that is, however, until “Holy” Hubert and his entourage graced our campus with their words of wisdom. Their stand alone attacks on Eastern’s student body and faculty left me wondering if they considered anyone worthy of “in­terting the Kingdom of God” (other than themselves, of course). Their strongest attacks, directed toward women and gays, were obviously in areas which they possess little knowledge, if any, and hopefully they will learn someday that the woman plays a much more important role in society than just staying home bearing the children of a “real man.” Their references to homosexuals as an insult to gay people everywhere. Before pointing the divine finger condemning gays, they should know the facts—an estimated 10 percent society is composed of gay people, of which most are happy, well-adjusted, productive people. Can that be said for “Holy” Hubert?

The Easterner is published weekly during the school year by Eastern Washington University and is printed by Thoms Publishing Co., Spokane. Content and editorial opinion are not necessarily the views of either the Associated Student Body of the University, or the Easterner. Address correspondence and double space to, The Easterner, PUB 119, EWU, Cheney, WA 99004. TEL: (509) 335-7035.
Living in a roommate hell

"But this often is that the constant friction makes one mind wear out the best resolutions of the more generous." - Herman Melville

Marianne Hall, director of residential life, would like you to think the current dorm change are designed to make the residence hall system more flexible this fall. The truth, though, is that the changes were made to accommodate all the roommates I drove to the dorm. It's not that I'm such a bad guy to get along with. The problem is that in six years of college I've had two dorms in this period, and I've been successful in my quest to get along. I just wasn't quite sure what I needed to do to make the dorms as flexible as possible.

The search for a man called John By Staff Writer

Siler's Spel

I opened my notebook. "I just have a few questions to ask. I promise to make it easy on you, you know. This won't hurt a bit. Now, where were you last Saturday night at I..."

"Zap!" a laser beam arced across the room, and I saw the strands of unraveled softball as if through a sun glass for five minutes. I still had beer left in my last bottle when finally he spat out some words. "You've failed me!" sobbed Hi. He gazed at the strands of unraveled softball as if through a magnifying glass.

"I'm lookin' for a man. Name's John Galt. You heard of him, haven't you?"

"No, no, no," he said with a chuckle. "I'm just trying to figure out why he spit out those words."

"What?" I asked.

"Just who the hell do you think you are, anyway?" he shouted.

"I'm a man of the press. So if you know what's good for you, you'll cooperate." Anytime the person you're quizzing stops and continues to issue the eviction order, chances are they're trying to conceal something. Ask number 42 in the "Official Newspaper Reporter's Guide Book and Almanac." I mean, who's a communist subversive? I'd never heard of him before, much less been shot out, barely missing an ear. "Hi," my new roommate said.

"Hello to you," I gasped, dodging another laser blast.

"No, no, no," he said with a chuckle. "It's my way of saying Hi!" Another laser shot from the computer. "Intruder alert! Intruder alert!" it shrieked.

"You'll have to excuse my friend Spook there," said I. "He likes to play Star Trek."

I knew we were for what was left of a quarter.

"Now Bob," she said, "our main goal is to get along here."

"Then she grimed and fluffed her fingers. "But thus it often is that the constant friction makes one mind wear out the best resolves of the more generous."

"What's wrong with the way I..."

"Sure, sure. Look kid, I can understand why you might want to protect your anonymity. Now give me your phone number."

I gave him a bottle of beer and turned to check my records to protect your anonymity. Now give me your phone number."

"I'm just trying to figure out another way to split from my new roommate."

"Hi," said I. "You've failed me!"

The changes are designed to make the residence halls more flexible than ever before, and they were forced to make because of it. I can only shake my head in amazement. I'm really not such a bad guy, you know.

We got along, although we were all right with the principal at the 10 feet, and insist I turn the phone on before I turn them on. I can shake my head in amazement. I'm really not such a bad guy, you know.

I pushed the button. "I'm just trying to figure out another way to split from my new roommate."

If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. - Henry David Thoreau

ASEWU ELECTIONS 2014

VOTER INFORMATION

PRIMARY ELECTION: THURS., MAY 10, 1984
GENERAL ELECTION: THURS., MAY 17, 1984

There will be a candidate's forum in the PUB Multi-Purpose Room on Monday, May 7th from 12:00 noon until 1:00 p.m. Come and ask their questions.

REMEMBER: All Spring Quarter EWU Students are automatically registered to vote in these elections.

The Easterner, May 3, 1984
**Sports**

**Eagles' men shine**
Carlson sets hammer record, Jaegerman sets 400 mark

**Compiled from staff accounts**

The outstanding effort of the day was turned in by Eastern and And it occurred in the Woodward Stadium but in the hammer ring in an adjacent field.

Eastern's Kurt Carlson pushed his career best in the hammer throw nearly 20 feet, getting a school record with his twirl of 183 feet.

Eastern's winners Friday included Bill Rodgers in the 3,000-meter run in 8:57.2; Owen Chambers in the long jump, Dean Jaegerman in the 400 meters, Steve Jackson in the hurdles, John Houston in the 1,600 meters, where an Eastern trio finished first, second and third, and the Eagles mile relay team came in first.

Rodgers, a redshirt this season for Coach Jerry Martin, ran to a season-best of 9:13.9 in the steeplechase, a second off his career best. Jaegerman sets a school record in the 400 with a time of 47.8. Teammate Matt Robic's second-best time was 13th.

Jaegerman sets 400 mark

Boerner, a sophomore from Port Orchard, banged up a shoulder in the scissor and he may be out for a couple of practices. Also hurt at running back are Tim Flood and Jeff Fischer.

While Zornes is waiting for three linebackers to emerge from the pack, Bill Allen, a 6-foot 4-inch, 180-pounder from Moses Lake, has stood out. Don Mieristy, a 6’5 defensive lineman from Seattle, has been impressive after switching sides of the line of scrimmage.

After Saturday's football scrimmage, I wandered over to the huddle of Eagles, who were listening intently to their ring leader.

"I'm getting tired of babysitting you guys in the classroom," Zornes said. He went on to explain how he was aggravated with continual nagging calls and visits from professors. "The primary reason you're here is to get a college degree." And in no uncertain terms he warned he wouldn't put up with those athletes skipping classes and not taking their college education seriously (pulling off the scholarship treatment).

Eastern professors, those against Eastern and big-time athletes, should realize Zornes' concern for his players education.

Academic credibility runs deeper than a flak jacket or a football behind play. After all, Zornes himself holds a master's degree in physical education and coaching, while his brother Jerry Krause is the possessor of a Ph.D. All of which should make board of trustees chairman Bert Shaver prove.

**Eagle nine in search of Pac-10 wins**

By Greg Lee

Bauer pitched a strong eight innings against WSU last week before the Eagles defense let up and Eastern literally choked away a win. The Tigercats, easily is the best pitcher in the Northern Division.

He responded of the Cougars right and left last Thursday. He was smooth, not showing a sign of previous arm problems.

What the Eagles need this weekend is effective efforts from Bauer, Mark Nevills, Dana Schmerer and possibly Jim Olson if he's ready to throw.

But the Eagles had better hope they don't run into any extra-inning, one-run or two-run games while in Oregon. Eastern is weakest in three extra-inning affairs, 3-4 in two-run contests and 5-7 in one-run battles. Combine it all together and EWU has dropped 14 of 22 games decided in extra frames or by two runs or less.

In case you missed it in the Spokesman-Review last Sunday, which was the outstanding effort of the day.

If you missed it, don't fret. So did I. It wasn't in the S-R sports section.

As other area universities were ending spring football practice last weekend, Eastern was just completing its second week of drills in a scheduled five-week period.

Portland State leads the conference with a 10-2 mark followed by the Cougars (9-4), Oregon State (7-6) and Portland (7-8). Eastern is at 6-7 while Washington (4-10) and Gonzaga (3-9) are batting for cellar-dweller honors.

Eastern definitely needs a sweep of the Pilots on Friday despite what happens against Oregon State. Portland currently rests in the final playoff spot, the one Eastern wants to grab.

Giving up the extra runs in key spots will be the key to winning.

**Chissus dedication highlights 3rd Killin**
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Self defense just one key to karate

By JEFF WARK
Staff Writer

Eight out of 11 members in Bruce McDavis' Eastern Washington Karate Club placed in their respective divisions recently in Teuro Chinen's 15th annual Inland Empire Collegiate Karate Do Tournament.

Among first place finishers were Jack Jasper (men's over-one-year fighting), Mary Buse (women's green belt fighting), Wendi Jensen (women's white belt kata) and Harold Hakes (under-one-year fighting).

There were several second-place finishers including Loree Wagner (women's white belt Kata) and Traci Beaudry (women's white belt fighting). Third place honors went to Jensen and Beaudry in pair competition for self defense creativity. The defending team-champions also placed second overall in fighting. Special mention goes to innovations in karate by Kathy Reed and Dianna Paige.

McDavis teaches a form of karate called Go Ju Ryo (under-one-year fighting), which took three of four competitions in Africa. A young 32-year-old, McDavis has been teaching karate for 17 years. When searching for a karate class to attend you should look for one with strenuous physical workouts, strong discipline and excellent student-teacher relationships.

---

Eastern takes to road in hope of sweeps

By GORDON WITTENMYER
Staff Writer

Eastern's baseball team hit the road this week for a swing through Portland and Corvallis as the Eagles take their final Pacific-10 Conference Northern Division road trip.

EWU, 6-7 in the Pac-10 and 24-16 overall, is in dire need of some conference victories after gaining no ground last week.

In two games with Washington State last week, the Eagles split despite leading in Thursday's contest in the third inning.

Pullman 5-0 for seven innings. Eastern won in Cheney 6-5 April 23 before losing by the same margin to the Cougars three days later.

And over the weekend, the Eagles split with Spokane nemesis Gonzaga, losing the first game in extra innings 4-3 before winning the rain-shortened nightcap 8-5.

Eastern's scheduled doubleheader with Eastern Oregon on Wednesday was rained out. Today, the Eagles left Cheney for Portland to take on the pilots in a double dip Friday before a trip-ending twiight with the Beavers of Oregon State in Corvallis on Saturday.

Gonzaga 4, Eastern 3 (8 innings):

The Zags' Dan Murphy drove a Mark Nevills offer­ ing over the fence in left field, knocking in a couple of his teammates with the eighth inning blast and lifting Gonzaga University to victory in extra innings Sunday in the opener.

Gonzaga's Vince Barranco had reached base on an Eastern error with one out in the eighth, and the Bulldogs' Scott Burkart followed with a walk before Murphy delivered his home run to Heidelberg Hill.

Bart Spoon books a 1-0 lead and made a winner of Steve Suarez of the Bulldogs. Suarez didn't give up an earned run in his 7+ innings of work. Brent Blum's trip across the plate in the bottom of the third supported on two errors by the Gonzaga first baseman.

After Suarez walked Steve Spoon leading off the bot­ tom of the eighth and went 3-0 on the next Eagle, Steve Anderson, Kevin Toliver came on to relieve the Gonzaga starter and pick up the save.

Nevills started for Eastern, losing perf­ct baseball in his first three innings of work and having hurled a four-batter by regulation's end. But three of the right­ hander's regulation hits came in the Bulldogs' half of the fourth frame and added up to the equalizing run. Nevills went the distance, giving up two eight-frame hits and absorbing the loss, his fourth overall against one win, three setbacks in Pac-10 play.

"We should have won the first game," said Eagles' coach Jim Wasey after the twinbill. "We just didn't get him (Nevills) any runs."

Eastern 8, Gonzaga 5:
The Eagles earned a split with a weather-shortened win in the second game.

And the clouds weren't the only source of storms on the Eastern diamond in Sunday's twilight affair.

The Eagle bats exploded for five fourth-inning runs and an 8-1 advantage over the Zags after four complete frames. Spoon's two-run single into the gap in left field, driving in Mike Bettinson who had walked and Brian Snavely who had singled, drove Gonzaga starter Bryce McPhee, a starter on Gonzaga's basketball team, too, from the mound in favor of reliever Toliver.

But an Anderson one-bagger and a Vern Take dou­ ble promptly greeted Toliver and Eastern took the seven-run lead to the fifth.

Schmierer remained in the ballgame and reorganized his composure to muzzle the 'Dogs until the skies opened up at the end of the sixth inning.

The game was finally stopped but only after the clouds showered the Eagle diamond with a spectacular array of various patterns of downpour and various brands of wet stuff.

"We had to have the split for the weekend to stay in the running for a Pac-10 conference Northern Division playoff spot," said Wasey. "Now we're hoping we can go on a tear and win a few ballgames in a row."

---

For more information about Eastern's karate team or classes contact McDavis through his mail box at the Phase Athletic Department.
Opinions voiced on merger

Pro

By MICHAEL M. MORAN

The current debate about the proposed merger study brings some new questions about the role of the two universities in the context of their position in the region. What is really missed by all the actors in the play on turf wars is the impact on the student of a merger of any type.

Mr. Thayne Stone's Easterner/Spokane Chronicle Comments reflect a view that I find interesting. What does the reporter think about the merger of any type of institutions? Is it a positive idea? Does it bring some new questions?

Mr. Stone's articles and columns on the job market argue that the needs of the region have to be addressed properly: "The needs of the region have to be addressed properly if we are going to Washington State."

The needs of the region have to be addressed properly. Washington State needs EWU. The Chamber of Commerce sees Eastern Washington needs to develop a community of interests in the region in the next 50 years. This is where politics gets scary.

First of all, disregard whatever the Office of Financial Management's report will say when their study is complete.

Second, confine the institutional ideal that universities should merge on the basis of an increase in knowledge in technical fields and a growth in student populations. Cooperative programs in such fields have already been initiated and have met with promising results, without the political tensions of administrative power plays and faculty rivalry.

Third, involve private enterprise in certification for university credit to avoid duplication of educational services and increase educational quality. The growth of EWU as an individual institution is most evident in that we can be a growth to spur economic development of the region in the future, but rather, to key on institutional growth to spur economic development of the region in the next 50 years. This is where politics gets scary.

I feel that a merger is a viable possibility. The needs of the region have to be addressed properly: "The needs of the region have to be addressed properly if we are going to Washington State."
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First of all, disreg...
Job resources offered at placement center

By DANELLE FULLER Special to The Easterner

The days when a degree guaranteed a job are long gone. Yet, EWU students can ease the transition from college campus to the working world by visiting the Career Planning and Placement office in Showalter Hall.

The office, in Showalter 310, has the resources to make the perfect resume or the ideal interview become a reality.

“The Employment Interview,” a videotape for which nearly 250 organizations were surveyed, is filled with tips on how to prepare, and what to expect.

Skip Amsden, director of the Career Planning and Placement office, and Noel White, director of the Office of Applied Communication Research, frequently are employer and student in several hypothetical situations.

The most important part of the interview takes place before the actual meeting, according to Amsden and Noel. Researching the company and the position you are applying for is a prerequisite for any job.

The show examines an almost humorous, yet apparently common situation, the applicant is asked, “Why do you want to work for us?” He squirms nervously and explains the job’s conveniences. It’s close to his home where he could ride his bike. The medical insurance the company provides would help his pregnant wife. Strike one. Employers are interested in what you will bring to the job, not what you will take from it.

“When and how did you make the decision to be an accountant?” for example, and “Where do you plan to go with your degree?” are inevitable questions. Employers want to know how you make decisions and how you are motivated.

What you do in your spare time is another key factor in landing a job. But rattling off a list of hobbies or your years of experience won’t impress and employer. He will want to know how those skills specifically relate to the position you are applying for. For put simply, the quality of your participation ranks higher than the quantity of it in a job interview.

Also, what Amsden termed as “on-site visitation,” gives applicants an idea of the dress code where they are applying. By actually walking through the company, students can determine how to dress appropriately for the interview.

The general rule of thumb is to dress one notch above the dress standards of each organization. You can’t be docked for looking better than the job, according to Amsden and White.

They advised students to break away from their environment the day of the interview. Well-wishing friends who shout, “Good luck in your interview,” across campus will probably only make you more nervous. And the guy whose entire wardrobe consists of t-shirts and levis will not doubt get a reaction if he shows up in a class in a polyester pin-striped suit.

Practice Conduct your own mock interview with a friend to build your confidence. “The way you present yourself in the interview is the way (employers) perceive you in their organization,” Amsden said.

For more information on career planning or summer employment, call 359-6221, or stop by Showalter 310.

still searching

continued from page 5

She shook her head. “You’re crazy.”

“I mean, now because your political beliefs encourage you to deny me my individual rights, confiscate my property, have me imprisoned, and probably enter the President’s private leave. ‘Relax. I’m with the Easterner. Have you tried the library?’”

I turned away and admitted I hadn’t and rose to the working world by visiting the Showalter 310.

“Who?”

“I raised my hand to silence.” She remained in a half-staring position, staring at me wide eyes.

“I mean, just because your standing position, staring at me wide eyes.” I laughed heartily which seemed to irritate her. “Oh, okay. Know-it-all, what is it?”

“Sit down,” I said. “This will only take a minute.”

“I’m calling the campus police,” she said reaching for the phone again.

I turned quickly which seemed to startled her. “Honey, I’ll bet you don’t even know their names.”

She slowly returned the receiver to its cradle. “Okay. John Galt.”

She slowly returned the trench coat, sliding into an arm-knitted sweater. “What is it?”

“I know you’re a busy man,” I said over his shoulder.

“Tell me,” I said. “Do you have to have an appointment?”

“Any ideas?”

“It’s not something you’re an accountant?”

“You know, you don’t even know their names?”

“Why don’t you try the library?”

“I raised my hand to silence.”

“Then where do you plan to go with your degree?”

Any ideas about what?”

“Who’s running the universe?”

“Who?”

“John Galt.”

“I want you to play cat and mouse. I’m supposed to gain, is that it?”

“Bear me.”

“I understand you want to play cat and mouse. I’m supposed to guess, is that it?”

“I know you don’t look a bit like your photographs. If I didn’t know you were here, I’d say you were an impostor.”

He ignored me and began speaking down the window. Just to make sure, I decided to test him. “Bill, I said. ‘Do you think WSU and Eastern will merge?’

‘Have you read the library?”

“I admitted I hadn’t and rose to the working world by visiting the Showalter 310.

“Who is John Galt?”

“I smiled knowingly and nodded his head. ‘Yes,’ he said. ‘I agree. Who is John Galt?’

“Who is John Galt?”

“Any ideas about what?”

“Who’s running the universe?”

Any ideas about what?”

“My ideas about what?”

“Who?”

“The way (employers) perceive you in their organization,” Amsden said.

For more information on career planning or summer employment, call 359-6221, or stop by Showalter 310.

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY INTERVIEWS

May 8: Brenda Nisley, of JOANNE FABRIC STORES, will be on campus to interview Business and Home Ed majors interested in MANAGEMENT TRAINING positions. Students must be willing to relocate within the Pacific Northwest.

SIGN-UP BEGINS May 1

May 10: A representative from the BON MARCHÉ will be on campus to interview Marketing, Management, Liberal Arts, or Home Ec majors for EXECUTIVE TRAINING positions. Students must be willing to relocate to Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Utah, or Wyoming.

SIGN-UP BEGINS May 3

May 16: A representative from the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION will be on campus to interview ALL MAJORS for TRANSLATOR positions. Students must be U.S. Citizens and be willing to relocate to San Francisco, New York, or Washington, D.C. Students should have some proficiency in one of the following languages: Russian, Chinese, Arabic, Creole, Armenian, Bulgarian, Farsi, German, Hungarian, Japanese, Korean, Lithuanian, Navajo, Polish, Romanian, Sicilian, Vietnamese.

SIGN-UP BEGINS May 9

EDUCATION INTERVIEWS

May 9: Bill Watt, Athletic Director of Tigard, OR High School, will be interviewing candidates for the following coaching positions: Football, Girls Volleyball, Girls Softball, Girls and Boys Track. Academic preparations are flexible.

SIGN-UP BEGINS April 27

May 26: Richard Giper, of the Northshore School District in Bothell, will visit with graduates in all areas and levels.

SIGN-UP BEGINS May 4

May 17: Dale Keast, of the Kahaloth Solar School District, will be on campus for a vocational Business Education position.

SIGN-UP BEGINS May 3

May 22: Repertorytroupe from the Longview School District will interview teacher candidates in all areas and levels.

SIGN-UP BEGINS May 11

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

SUMMER QUARTER ’84

JUNE 18-AUGUST 17

ATTENTION:

ALL ASEWU BUDGET HEADS

BUDGET HEARINGS FOR THE 1984-85 FISCAL YEAR WILL TAKE PLACE AS SCHEDULED DURING THE WEEK OF MAY 7 THRU 11.

HOW TO ADVERTISE

In The Easterner

SUBMIT ADS TO
Alpha Kappa Psi
328A Kingston
7930
359-7930

Ads Must Be Received By 2 pm Friday

FITS!

FOR INFORMATION
Call toll-free 800-831-2868

A SUMMER SESSION THAT FITS!

• Residence credit courses
• Almost every field
• Maximum full-time tuition $434
• Flexible scheduling
• Intensive language courses up to a full year's credit
The two major movies that opened last weekend were 'Children of the Corn,' based on a story by Stephen King, and 'The Hotel New Hampshire,' based on a book by John Irving. Both authors have had successful books in the past; Irving also wrote 'The World According to Garp,' which King has written 'Christine,' 'The Dead Zone,' and the soon-to-be released movie "Firestarter." He also had a starring role in the movie "Crepeshow: "Children of the Corn." Based loosely on King's short story of the same name, "Children of the Corn" is a mad, creepy horror movie with a fair amount of bloodshed and scares, and some pretty gross special effects.

"Children" is about the town of Gaitlin, Nebraska, beginning three years ago when the kids of the town took over one Sunday. While the parents were in church, all of the kids—except two—in the town were told to kill their parents, and a creepy kid named Jason is chosen as leader. Now, three years later, Malachi—a red-headed teenager who seems angry with the world—seems willing to kill anyone in it--it's questioning life, his family and power. The addition of two more people, a new doctor and his wife, who are on their way to his home, only add drama. They tire of driving on the highway, because it is boring, and now all they can see from the road they'd ever seen—a cornfield, corn, corn. Then they run over a boy.

After a short and spooky investigation, they put the body into the trunk and head for Gaitlin. There they can find no people, no working phones, and everything they see has been stilled with dried corn stalks. They finally see some kids and run after them, and after some time Vicky (the wife) is caught by Malachi and taken to the corn field. Here, finally stands up Isaac and takes over. The two children, Job and his sister Sarah, who are not in the corn the day "He Who Walks Beyond the Row" visits himself, try to help burn Vicky. "Children of the Corn" is a pretty strange movie, and never boring at all. It has well acted and well directed characters and fascinating special effects that will keep you interested all the way, the semi- sad ending.

"The Hotel New Hampshire" Although also a fast paced movie, "Hotel," seems to cover a little too much ground for one movie. There are too many general characters and too much happenings. The director seems to have a hard time to follow and hard to keep track of who is who. As in "Garp," John Irving again gives us extraordinary people in extraordinary circumstances. His characters again love a good story (and plenty are told), one is a writer, and once in a while there is an obsession with bears. "The Hotel New Hampshire" is the story of a family, the father of which seems obsessed by hotels, naming each one the Hotel New Hampshire.

Besides the mother and father, there are three sons and two daughters. Of the sons, George is the most popular cheerleader type, with a strange fixation for the family dog named each one the Hotel New Hampshire. Of the girls, Franny (Jodie Foster) is the "beautiful" and "cheerleader" of the family. She is wise with a following of boys. She's trying to be pretty, tough, because the first time in important. The other sister, Lilly, is "dwarf." She is the writer of the family. Franny gets a rough start when she is gang-raped by a group of fellows whose only other hobby is "Hotelling" in a bear suit. The girl is Sue, played by Nastasia Kinski. There is a terrific college dropout who hides herself in the bear suit because she thinks she is ugly. In her unkempt hair, she is certainly not a beauty. There is a back sidekick in Vienna for the family when there is a terrorical plot to blow up the Viennese Opera. This happens conveniently when the family wants to return to America: they save the opera and are sent home as heroes, and Lilly sells her novel at the same time. Now nice.

Although acting is good and the movie doesn't give the viewer the time to be bored, it lacks direction. The narrow line between silly and stupid. There is too much cramming into the 105 minutes playing time. It could have been put out by half, and the remaining half supplemented with some character development, reaction and emotion, and become a good movie.

By SANDY KRAUSE
Staff Writer

When thinking of training for Bloomday, most of us think of long and arduous hours spent. But for at least four EWU students, it means hours spent spent in a wheelchair.

Robert Kroshus, Bert Boys, Alice Cordero, and Jerry Martin are representing Eastern's Therapeutic Leisure Club at Sunday's event.

Jerry Martin, a veteran who is confined to a wheelchair, is the only Olympic participant of the four participants. In the last two years he has competed in eight 26-mile marathons and 20-10 kilometer races. Martin trains approximately thirty-five miles a week.

Robert Kroshus, trains only four miles a week. He goes on to fall in love with one of the girls, and Lilly sells her novel at the same time. Now nice.

Although acting is good and the movie doesn't give the viewer the time to be bored, it lacks character development. There is too much cramming into the 105 minutes playing time. It could have been put out by half, and the remaining half supplemented with some character development, reaction and emotion, and become a good movie.

Four wheelchair racers bloom for Sunday's race

EASTERN'S TOP TEN

1. Against All Odds
2. Footloose
3. Hello
4. Love Somebody
5. The Don't Know
6. You Might Think
7. Let's Hear It For The Boy
8. Hold Me Now
9. Miss Me Big
10. Somebody's Watching Me

The viewing tone seems to be beat up by George and the Rapture. Having never seen, doesn't seem to effect her. She goes on to fall in love with one of the girls, and Lilly sells her novel at the same time. Now nice.

Although acting is good and the movie doesn't give the viewer the time to be bored, it lacks direction. The narrow line between silly and stupid stupid. There is too much cramming into the 105 minutes playing time. It could have been put out by half, and the remaining half supplemented with some character development, reaction and emotion, and become a good movie.

NOW OPEN!
Roger's, Contemporary, Oriental-Style Dishes
Prepared With Fresh Vegetables, Lean Meats & Light Sauces
Appetizer Bar & Lounge

Open Lunches & Dinners
Across from Convention Center
**Eastern Theatre opens final show**

By LISA ROSENBAU
Staff Writer

Soda pop and peanuts are all part of the act when the curtain goes up tonight at 8 for "Henning Mankell's ""Only an Orphan Girl," University Theatre's final production of their current season.

Directed by Dr. R. Boyd Devin, this production is billed as "a soul-stirring drama of human trials and tribulations." According to Martha L. Ulmer, publicity director of the University Theatre, the show is a traditional melodrama with song that includes the familiar characters of days gone by: the villain, hero, and heroine.

Song and dance numbers and audience sing-a-longs between acts make this production unique. In addition, a cabaret style staging with the audience seated at tables on all four sides of the playing area will be used. "Witches" and "Hostesses" will circulate, leading the audience to boo the villain and cheer the hero. They will be serving soda pop and peanuts.

"Only an Orphan Girl" opens tonight and will run every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evening through May 19 at the University Theatre on campus in Cheney. Tickets are $4, but students with ASEWU I.D. will get in free. Curtain time is 8 p.m. For reservations, call 359-6400 in Cheney or toll-free from Spokane, 458-6400.

**Central America talks set**

Gain first hand information on Central America and learn about its public sanctuary issues during Central America Information Week. Tonight a forum sponsored by the Committee for Justice for Central America, ecumenical assistant to Archbishop Romero in El Salvador, will speak.

The banquet will begin at 6, with the Honorable Polly Baca, state Senator from Colorado, as keynote speaker. A dance will follow at 9.

**Food and dance for Mayo**

Saturday night Tawanka commons will come alive with an evening of traditional Mexican dinner and dance, as Mecha celebrates the festive Cinco de Mayo.

**Christian music tonight**

An outdoor Christian Music concert will be held tonight, from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. on the Patterson Quad. The program features guitar vocalists Randall and Sachi. The music is sponsored by CAYAM, His Life, and United Ministries (K-House).

**What's happening**

**Excitement planned for parents**

By BOB CLEGG
Staff Writer

Get your rooms cleaned, faces washed and laundry done—it is again time for Parents Weekend.

Parents weekend will be held May 18-20 this year and you can tell your parents there will be drama exciting and interesting things to do. Parents can make arrangements for visiting through guest housing.

When your parents arrive, a welcome dinner will be provided for them. Baron of beef, teriyaki chicken, and a speech by President Frederickson are all on the menu for the evening. You can tell your parents this is how it is in Tawanka every day.

On Saturday, wake Dad up at 7 a.m. on one of his few days off and tell him he gets to run a 10,000 meter "fun" run at 9 a.m. Dad will probably grumble something you can't hear and wouldn't want to, get up and be able to hobble about 4 blocks of the 10,000 meters just to please you.

Dad's spirits will go up and Mom's will go down at 11 a.m. when student demonstrations such as the Jazz III Unlimited dancers and the Eastern cheerleaders perform on the PUB patio. Lunch may be a bit subdued as you eat your roasted pig or beef cooked in the mall that afternoon. Moods are sure to pick up as you and your parents spend most of the rest of the day on your feet walking around on a tour of the campus. You can show Mom and Dad your clean room and folded laundry.

Saturday evening gives you the option of seeing the Lilac Torch-light parade in Spokane or University Theatre's production of "Only an Orphan Girl", an old-fashioned melodrama with song and dance numbers and audience sing-a-longs between acts make this production unique. In addition, a cabaret style staging with the audience seated at tables on all four sides of the playing area will be used. "Witches" and "Hostesses" will circulate, leading the audience to boo the villain and cheer the hero. They will be serving soda pop and peanuts.

"Only an Orphan Girl" opens tonight and will run every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evening through May 19 at the University Theatre on campus in Cheney. Tickets are $4, but students with ASEWU I.D. will get in free. Curtain time is 8 p.m. For reservations, call 359-6400 in Cheney or toll-free from Spokane, 458-6400.
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Today, there will be shown two films of interest to the veterans. At noon in Patterson 101, "A War Story" will examine the diary of Ben Wheeler, who was in a Japanese prisoner of war camp during World War II for more than three years. The film is dramatized to show how brutal and the will to survive overcomes even the worst of suffering.

Also, at the same room at 1:05 p.m., the film "Prophecy" will present original footage of the 1945 atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the aftermath of the bomb's effects.

The Veteran's Student Council has changed the date of the meeting to explain the recent change in VA procedures that will regulate quarterly certification of veterans receiving educational benefits. The meeting will be held May 15 from 2 to 4 p.m. in Patterson 103, which is the lecture hall.

All veterans are strongly urged to attend this meeting and discuss why, if the proposal is put into effect Aug. 1 as planned, their pay might be withheld until finals week. Be at this important meeting or kwitcherbitchin!

Veterans interested in joining the ROTC as a third-year cadet must have an honorable discharge and have participated in the regular army upon graduation, of course, but he is also entitled to the veteran's program until they had compiled 45 credit hours.

As a third-year ROTC cadet, the veteran will be obligated to serve in the regular army upon graduation, of course, but he is also entitled to the veteran's program until they had compiled 45 credit hours.

Until recently, veterans who qualified couldn't enter into the ROTC program until they had compiled 45 credit hours.

Veterans who qualified couldn't enter into the ROTC program until they had compiled 45 credit hours.